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The Council of Neighborhood Associations (CONA) supports the formation of neighborhood associations, 
provides advocacy for neighborhood issues and concerns, and aspires to make neighborhoods in Monroe 
County safe, welcoming and desirable places in which to live. Based on this mission statement, CONA 
supports the stated goals of the 2018 Bloomington Comprehensive Plan:    
 

 (p. 60): “With greater density in the city comes the challenge to preserve neighborhood 
character and the opportunity to strengthen neighborhoods by developing small commercial 
nodes as community gathering places. Existing core neighborhoods should not be the focus of 
the city’s increasing density.”   

 (p. 61) “Bloomington’s older urban, small scale, compact, single-family housing stock located 
primarily around the city center and university provide some of the city’s more affordable 
housing stock and must be protected. Building a growing stock of affordable housing requires 
assuring sustainability so unaffordable stock is not the only option for future generations.” 

 (p. 64) Goal 5.2 Housing Planning and Design: “Guide growth, change, and preservation of 
residential and business areas through planning policies that create and sustain neighborhood 
character and green space, and that build a sense of community, civic involvement, and 
neighborhood pride.” 

 
CONA supports increased housing density, Accessory Dwelling Units, and growth in parts of the city that 
can benefit from new housing options. CONA also supports incremental growth and respectfully considers 
the proposed changes to zoning to be a significant alteration to current zoning, and one worthy of public 
notice to encourage opportunities for discourse and collaboration in our vision for the future. 
 
CONA is concerned that the Unified Development Ordinance was presented to the Plan Commission and 
sent to City Council for a vote within a few short months. This was in contrast to the Visioning Statement 
and Comprehensive Plan Process which took years to develop with the input of many stakeholders and 
hours of community input. This is not a way to build a sense of community, civic involvement and 
neighborhood pride (Goal 5.2). CONA supports the Goal and Policies in the 2018 Comprehensive Plan, p. 
30, Policy 1.6.2: “Develop and operate government services that maximize transparency and public 
engagement.”   
 
The proposed Bloomington Unified Development Ordinance (UDO) will profoundly impact Bloomington 
residents in the core neighborhoods. But many of goals and policies in the UDO conflict with those of the 
Comprehensive Plan. In October 2019, CONA mailed an educational postcard to the residents who will be 
most affected by the proposed zoning changes. CONA felt this was critical because citizens have received 
little information from the Herald Times or other sources about the proposed UDO. 
 
The mailing was based on sources of information which may be different from, but are no less 
authoritative than, the sources of information cited by advocates for changing the zoning across the city. 
The following sections provide clarification and sources for the content of the postcard.  CONA invites you 
to read through the articles listed on the CONA website which provide an extensive foundation supporting 
the information included on the postcard.  
 

Single-Family Zoning Could be Eliminated in Bloomington… 
Duplexes and triplexes are proposed for all single-family zones except Residential Estate, 
effectively eliminating single-family zoning as it currently exists in Bloomington.  
The proposed UDO lays out new residential single-family zones (RE, R1, R2, R3, & R4), each containing 
multi-family uses. The R4 zone even references multi-family buildings larger than 4-plexes. Although the 
new R4 zone will not be mapped until the spring, the city planning department will not make any 



commitment that R4 will not be placed within established neighborhoods. The UDO codifies the uses for 
these zones, as well as all other zones, regardless of when and where these zones are placed on the new 
map.  
 
Single-family zones have been limited to three unrelated people per single-family lot since the time of 
Mayor Tomilea Allison. The current UDO draft proposes to allow increasing the occupancy load from three 
to nine in R1-R3 and twelve in R4 single-family zones. Again, this would effectively eliminate single-family 
zoning as it is currently understood and enforced in Bloomington. 
 
Covenants may protect many newer subdivisions for now, but covenants expire. It will be up to the 
neighborhoods to challenge violations which this up-zone encourages, costing time and money for 
residents.  If the violations are not challenged, the covenants can be ruled in court to be invalid, which 
would eliminate covenant protection in that neighborhood.  
 
Reference: 

 https://www.huduser.gov/portal/sites/default/files/pdf/DisplacementReport.pdf  Preserve 
existing affordable housing. Normally market forces increase housing supply to meet demand 
from demographic changes, and rents of older units decrease with time and obsolescence in a 
process known as filtering down. Since the turn of the century, however, the supply of affordable 
rental units has shrunk despite rapid growth in the number of very low-income renters. 

 https://jacobinmag.com/2017/08/new-urban-crisis-review-richard-florida Geographer David 
Harvey has argued that the biggest shift in urban economies over the last forty years has been 
the move from managerialism to entrepreneurialism. City governments that once provided 
services for their residents in the form of welfare and infrastructure now market themselves to 
global pools of capital, tourists, and educated workforces.  

 

National developers have their eyes on this zoning change and have already contacted local 
real estate companies.   
In public comment at Plan Commission and City Council hearings on the UDO, residents provided 
numerous examples in which they personally received multiple offers to buy their homes from out-of-
state callers or by mail.  One local realty company drove an outside investment company representative 
around looking for neighborhoods to invest in. The owners of the house at the SW corner of Henderson 
and Grimes have received numerous letters asking to purchase their house. Now their daughter, who lives 
there, is being hounded on her cell phone by people wanting to buy the house. She has no idea how they 
got her cell phone number. 
 
Reference:   

 City of Bloomington Comprehensive Plan: (p.62) “These older homes are generally well built and 
have distinctive architectural features. They also often have smaller footprints compared to more 
modern homes. As seen in communities across the nation, this can lead to the phenomenon of 
people purchasing these homes purely for their desirable urban locations and tearing down the 
existing structure to make way for a brand-new home, which often features an excessively large 
footprint and a contemporary architectural style.  Such homes may not fit into the context of 
their surroundings and can negatively impact the fabric of the entire neighborhood.  This can 
lead to the large-scale loss of a community’s historic integrity and also the loss of affordable 
housing stock.” 

 https://shelterforce.org/2019/09/06/the-role-student-housing-plays-in-communities/   
For landlords, student rentals are an incredibly lucrative real estate opportunity as students pay 
by the room, allowing landlords to charge more per square foot as there are several roommates 
paying a monthly rent. As a website for real estate investors recently noted, “a home that might 
rent for $1,000 a month to a single family could be rented by the room for nearly twice that.” In 
addition, students sign one-year leases so rents can be raised each year if the market allows. For 
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neighbors, student housing can be disruptive as students keep different hours and enjoy 
different activities than their neighbors, such as late-night parties. And for real estate markets 
near college campuses, student housing can be transformative as investor capital competes with 
homeowners, making it so sale prices and rents increase. Local governments in college towns 
across the country are adopting proactive strategies to gain a measure of control over the spread 
of student housing and limit negative impact on real estate markets and affordable housing stock 
supply near college and university campuses. 

 

If you are a renter, the proposed changes may well cause your rent to rise. OR your landlord 
may decide to sell to developers, and you will be displaces 
Displacement is a direct result of up-zoning. Historically, houses around the university have been valued 
by occupancy load. When the occupancy load increases, it is likely that the amount of rent will increase on 
the next lease cycle. When five unrelated people per house was the limit, the rent was based on five, 
regardless of bedroom count. If a developer buys a rental property as a speculator, the house may be 
converted to a multiplex or demolished and a market-rate multiplex built in its place. This eliminates the 
naturally occurring affordability of an aging single-family rental. 
 
Reference:   

 Comprehensive Plan (p. 65) “Evaluate new development and redevelopment proposals with the 
goal of minimizing displacement of lower income residents from Bloomington neighborhoods 
and from the city as a whole.” 

 https://shelterforce.org/2018/11/05/heres-what-we-actually-know-about-market-rate-housing-
development-and-displacement/  Studies show that market-rate housing development is linked 
to the mass displacement of neighboring low-income residents (Davidson and Lees 2005, 2010; 
Pearsall 2010). Numerous studies show that market-rate housing development has price ripple  
effects on surrounding neighborhoods, driving up rents and increasing the burden on lower-
income households. 

 https://jacobinmag.com/2019/06/the-zone-defense  When luxury development is encouraged in 
low-income neighborhoods, the value of surrounding properties rises too, and along with it the 
rents. Long-term tenants as well as low-income migrants then suffer from either higher rent 
burdens — the percentage of incomes paid to rent — or displacement to another neighborhood, 
another city, or another region entirely. 

 

If you are an owner, your property taxes will increase as your property will be valued more 
and your quality of life may well go down. 
Bloomington has already experienced an abrupt change from single-family to multi-family housing in the 
1970’s under Mayor Frank McCloskey.  Allowing five unrelated people to live together in a single-family 
house created a massive conversion of single-family homes into student rentals, which resulted in a loss 
of community in the core neighborhoods close to Indiana University due to displacement of low-income 
(non-student) renters and multi-generational homeowners.    
 
The occupancy rates were lowered in 1993 under Mayor Tomilea Allison. Those changes supported single-
family zoning and resulted in stable neighborhoods that are dense and diverse in both housing types and 
income levels of owners and renters. Many of these neighborhoods already have a high percentage of 
rental property that is affordable and desirable for renters and are the city’s source of less expensive 
starter homes. Up-zoning is how neighborhoods transition into predominantly rental neighborhoods. 
 
“Neighborhood factor” is a variable used by the county to calculate the assessed value of the property on 
which the property taxes are based when an upward or downward trend is perceived in a neighborhood. 
If a property is modified to be a duplex, these modifications will indicate an uptick in the trend of the 
neighborhood. Adjacent properties will “benefit” from these changes by having their taxes adjusted 
upwards.  
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Reference:  

 https://www.architecturaldigest.com/story/property-taxes-what-makes-them-go-up  “We find 
that property tax bills jump higher when there have been a number of sales in the 
neighborhood,” says Jeff Miller, cofounder of AE Home Group. More sales mean an increase in 
the assessed value of properties in the area because, well, it's proof positive that the 
neighborhood is more desirable—so the properties are too. Ergo, Jeff says, your property tax bill 
will go up. For the same reason, nearby construction can increase your home’s value too, 
including the addition of such amenities as parks, golf courses, or lakes, for example. 

 https://beltmag.com/richard-florida-cant-let-go/ Quote from Richard Florida: “In little more than 
a decade, the revitalization of our cities and our urban areas that I had predicted was giving rise 
to rampant gentrification and unaffordability, driving deep wedges between affluent newcomers 
and struggling longtime residents.” 

 

If you are thinking of buying a starter home, you will be competing with developers with deep 
pockets looking to convert the house into multiple rental units. 
It is already difficult to find an affordable starter home in Bloomington. But the predictable market driven 
demand for up-zoned rental property will create more demand for these previously single family zoned 
houses. When rents are approximately $800 per bedroom and now 6 to 9 bedrooms are conditionally 
allowed on a property, the property values will increase.  
     
A house can be purchased by a homeowner or an investor. Zoning limiting occupants to 3 unrelated 
adults keeps costs down for both the owner and renter. An up-zone essentially prices out the 
owner/buyer and drives these neighborhoods toward rental-dominated areas. Starter homes will have to 
be found in the aging suburbs or Ellettsville and surrounding areas which will increase use of cars and 
carbon footprint for home owners. 
 
Reference:   

 https://jacobinmag.com/2019/06/the-zone-defense The rezonings many mayors are pushing, 
though vast in scale, cannot be mistaken for comprehensive plans; they are, in fact, more often 
abdications of planning to the market… In most iterations, inclusionary zoning is triggered by an 
up-zoning — or an increase in development capacity — in areas already at risk of gentrification. 
This creates a windfall profit for affected landowners, who are then allowed to build something 
big and glitzy with far more rent-producing units than whatever stands on their lots today. 
Without doing anything, they can sell the land for a great deal more than it was worth prior to 
the rezoning, thus speculating off the value the city has gifted them.  Ultimately, inclusionary 
zoning is a real estate strategy, not a social program. It is part of a larger turn away from public 
housing or even public subsidy and toward market-based planning strategies. It neither 
decomodifies housing nor limits landlord power. 

 https://jacobinmag.com/2017/08/new-urban-crisis-review-richard-florida  When the rich, the 
young, and the (mostly) white rediscovered the city, they created rampant property speculation, 
soaring home prices, and mass displacement. The “creative class” were just the rich all along, or 
at least the college-educated children of the rich. 

 
CONA respectfully requests that Council Members follow the goals and policies of the Comprehensive 
Plan and “Continue to support and promote affordable home ownership as another method of 
permanent affordability that can help to raise and keep residents from poverty while they build equity 
and security in the local community.”  
 
CONA requests and supports amendments to eliminate zoning that permit multiplexes to be built in the 
core neighborhoods, BOTH by-right and conditional use in order to meet the following policy statements 
in the Housing and Neighborhood section of the 2018 Comprehensive Plan: 
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 P. 63, Policy 5.2.1: “Evaluate all new developments and redevelopments in light of their potential 
to positively or adversely impact the overall health and well-being of the people who live in the 
surrounding neighborhood.” 

 P. 63, Policy 5.2.3: “In historic neighborhoods and districts, preserve or enhance authentic design 
characteristics, such as building form, by encouraging new or remodeled structures to be 
historically compatible with the neighborhood and adjacent structures.” 

 P. 64, Policy 5.3.1: “Encourage opportunities for infill and redevelopment across Bloomington 
with consideration for increased residential densities, complementary design, and underutilized 
housing types such as accessory dwelling units, duplex, triplex, and fourplex buildings, courtyard 
apartments, bungalow courts, townhouses, row houses, and live/work spaces. Avoid placing 
these high density forms in single family neighborhoods.” 

 P. 61, Housing Trends and Issues: “Bloomington’s older urban, small scale, compact, single-family 
housing stock located primarily around the city center and university provide some of the city’s 
more affordable housing stock and must be protected.” 

 P. 84, Land Use Development Approvals:  “A few locations may support increases in density and 
multifamily residential uses when adjacent to higher volume roads, or near major destinations, 
or located along neighborhood edges that may support small-scale neighborhood mixed uses.  It 
is important to protect the existing single-family housing stock within this district. The conversion 
of dwellings to multifamily or commercial uses should be discouraged.” 

 


